Dear Doroethy,

From our box seat high in the mountains, we look down upon a world in turmoil, though it touches us not here. The forces of Light and Shadow seem to have joined the issue with extraordinary fervor. Yet, neither Good nor Evil can win completely in the dualistic world, for Evil is the other part of Good that has become dark because of the separation. The Evil is not wholly evil nor the Good wholly good, as we know it. Somehow, these two must be drawn together so that both shall be transformed into their original wholeness and purity. Evil then ceases to be evil, but becomes the substantive depth of the transformed Good, which is no longer good, as we know it, but is simply the Reality. From the perspective of the dualistic consciousness, we might call this the Higher Good.

To labor towards the goal where nothing is excluded, but all is transformed, be it good or ill, is the function of the great Souls born into this humanity. This is far harder than to champion an exclusive good, but it does effect a final resolution of the world problem. He who serves only the exclusive good, as we know it here, will find that in time he will be serving evil. You are doing well in contributing so well to future workers and in your own direct service.

We shall probably be over in Arizona again this spring, and look forward to seeing you.

As ever,

Your Guru,

Franklin